
In addition to advancing the Three Innovations, the MOL Group is taking various initiatives to build a 

stronger management foundation as a marine transport company. Through these initiatives, the MOL 

Group aims to become a solid and reliable enterprise that achieves sustainable growth into the future.

MOL Launches a Joint Study of LNG-fueled Capesize Bulker
Initiative on Environmental Protection Ahead of International Rules

MOL Decided to Establish a Maritime Academy  
in the Philippines
Continuously Training Top-Quality Seafarers for Global Top-Class Safety in Vessel 
Operations

MOL Invests in Self-Elevating Platform Vessel Operator for 
Installation of Offshore Wind Power Generation Systems
Moving into the Offshore Business Following FPSO, FSRU, Shuttle Tankers, and 
Subsea Support Vessels

MOL Launches the  
“ISHIN NEXT—MOL SMART SHIP PROJECT—”
Enhancing Business Strengths and Increasing Corporate Value

In January 2017, MOL reached an agreement to launch 
“Green Corridor,” a joint study of an LNG-fueled capesize 
bulker with five other companies—resource and energy 
majors Rio Tinto, BHP Billiton, and Woodside Energy, as well 
as DNV GL, an international classification society based in 
Norway and Germany, and Shanghai Merchant Ship Design & 
Research Institute, a member of the China State Shipbuilding 
Corporation Group. Thereafter, Australian resources major 
Fortescue Metals Group and Taiwanese shipping company 
U-Ming Marine Transport Corporation joined the study. The 
joint study is now conducting research into the technologi-
cal and economic feasibility of an LNG-fueled capesize 
bulker, in advance of international treaties calling for stricter 
NOx and SOx emissions standards.

In June 2018, MOL will inaugurate MOL Magsaysay Maritime 
Academy Inc., a maritime academy, in Dasmariñas, Cavite in 
the Philippines. With its local partner Magsaysay Maritime 
Corporation, the MOL Group plans to recruit about 300 grad-
uates every year, providing continuous training programs to 
develop top-quality seafarers who will be able to hit the 
ground running through a four-year curriculum that encom-
passes basic education and specialized coursework.

MOL has acquired a 5% share in Seajacks International Lim-
ited (Seajacks) Group, which owns and operates self- 
elevating platform vessels for the installation of offshore wind 
power generation systems. There has been significant expan-
sion in offshore wind power generation systems, led by 
Europe, with Asia offering strong growth prospects for the 
future. For MOL, this investment will expand the horizons of 
its offshore business, along with marking its first step into the 
renewable energy business field.

In November 2016, MOL launched the “ISHIN NEXT—MOL 
SMART SHIP PROJECT—,” a new technological development 
project that builds on the success of the Senpaku ISHIN 
Project, which was announced in 2009. Through the project, 
MOL will share its technological development policies with 
customers and other stakeholders, thereby capturing diversi-
fied needs and collecting various seeds of technologies. By 
matching those needs with technologies, MOL intends to 
develop technologies for safer vessel operation and for 
reducing environmental impact, which will help to enhance 
its business strengths and increase its corporate value.

Advanced support technologies for safer vessel operation
Towards autonomous sailing in the future

Technologies for reducing environmental impact
For global environmental protection
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As part of the abovementioned “ISHIN NEXT—MOL SMART 
SHIP PROJECT—,” MOL will conduct the “Project for Establish-
ing a System to Visualize Onboard Environments Utilizing ICT.” 
The aims of this project are to reduce workplace accidents 
onboard, reduce the workload of seafarers, and enhance 
crew operation and technical skills. MOL will enhance safer 
operation, improving the safety awareness and skills of crew 

members, by developing:
(1)  The health and safety management of crew through 

the use of wearable devices; and
(2)  The education of crew and skill transfer using head-

mount displays, virtual reality (VR) / augmented reality 
(AR) technologies, and remote support systems for use 
during maintenance and repairs.  
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“Project for Establishing a System to Visualize Onboard 
Environments Utilizing ICT”
Proactive ICT Utilization for Safer Vessel Operation
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At the signing ceremony

Conceptual image of the completed maritime academy campus (provisional)

 

One of the world’s largest self-elevating platform vessels  
owned and operated by Seajacks

Underlined words are explained in the Glossary on the Contents page.
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